FIRST REACTIONS

1. What I find the most about this is that...
   - striking
   - incredible
   - interesting
   - ironical
   - ridiculous
   - impressive
   - threatening
   - unpleasant

2. What strikes me (the) most about this is the fact the notion the idea that...
   - in

ALLUDING

1. This word/name rings a bell, in that...
2. This reminds me of...
3. This is reminiscent of, in that...
4. This obviously refers/alludes to...

5. What we have here is an obvious comparison reference to...
   - What we can see here is an implicit parallel with...

6. This is a slightly subtly grossly distorted image of...

7. This is a subtle an obvious a gross parody pastiche of...

Visual Composition

"CAMFRA" ANG.L.F

1. This is close up/long distance shot.
2. This is a downward/upward view.
3. The subject is seen from above/below.
4. The horizon is close/far away.

MAJOR LINES

5. There are many vertical/horizontal/diagonal lines.
6. There is a sense of perspective given by...
7. There is a feeling of movement suggested by...

SPACE DISTRIBUTION

8. Comparatively, the space/surface allotted to this element is...